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Note:- 

1. It is mandatory to write a complete statement as answer in Q.-1 A and Q.-6. 
2. In Q1.-B students are expected to only identify the incorrect pair they are not expected to correct 

it. 

 
Q.-1) A) Choose the correct option from the give options and complete the sentences.  (03) 

1. Nationalistic writing in Maharashtra were inspired by ___________. 

 (Rajwade, Damodar Dharmanand Kosambi, Comrade Dange, Vishnushastri Chiplunkar ) 

2. Television is an _________ medium. 

(Visual, Audio, Audio-Visual, General) 

3. The ancient event of Olympic competitions use to be held at _________. 

(Olympia Greece, Rome, India, China) 

B) Identify the wrong pair in the following and rewrite.       (03) 

1. A) Mrichchhakatika  - Clay cart 

B) Indian epics   - Horse and chariot race 

C) MazaPravas  - On queen of Jhansi 

D) KatasaritaSagar  - Mallakhamb 

2. A) Akashvani   - Pandit Narendra Sharma 

B) Patrakar Din  - BalshastriJambhekar 

C) Colour Television   - 15th August 1982 

D) Stern    - Marathi weekly Magazine 

3. A) Ibn Battuta   - Foreign traveller 

B) Khafi Khan   - Historian of Delhi sultanate 

C) Abu Fazal   - Akbarnama 

D) Mountsturat Elphinstone - Governor of Mumbai 

 

Q.-2) A) Complete the following concept chart/maps (any-2)      (04) 

 

 

1.                                 British Historians who wrote Indian History  

 

 

 



 

2. Indoor Games  

 

 

3.  

Sr. No. Cultural Heritage Sites Location 

1. Red fort ----------------------------------- 

2. JantarMantar ------------------------------------ 

3. ------------------------------- Bodh Gaya 

4. ------------------------------- Chandigarh  

 

B) Write short note on (any-2)          (04) 

1. Archives 

2. Sports and movies 

3. Annales school 

 

Q.-3) Explain the following statement with reason (any-2)      (04) 

1. The list of world Heritage site is announced by UNESCO. 

2. Knowledge of history is essential for newspaper articles. 

3. Toys can tell us about cultural history. 

4. The tradition of recording historical events can be traced back to ancient time. 

 

Q.-4) Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.  

People often ask about the practical value of history. The answer to the question about the 
nature of applied history answers this question as well. The visible and invisible relics of the past exist 
in the present. We nurture some kind of curiosity, attraction toward them. We wish to know more 
about their history because they represent the creative thoughts and traditions of our ancestors. It is our 
heritage. It helps in building our identify. The history of our heritage links us with our origin. Hence it 
becomes necessary to preserve and conserve it for future, for our benefit as well as for the benefit of 
future generations. Applied history is concerned with the preservation and conservation of our heritage 
and make it accessible to people. Heritage management creates opportunities of employment. In brief, 
applied history can be described as understanding of our present with the help of history and finding 
right direction for the benefit of our future.  

 

1. What is applied history concerned with?        01 

2. What does help us in building our identity?        01 

3. How do you describe applied history?       02 

 



Q.-5) Answer the following in detail (any-2)       (06) 

1. Explain the difference between indoor and outdoor game. 

2. Which are the professional opportunities in Mass Media? 

3. How can we correlate applied history with our present? 

Q.-6) Choose the correct option from the given options and complete the sentences.   (02) 

1. Lok-sabha elections held after every ________ years are called general elections. 

a) 5   b) 3   c) 2  d) 1 

2. The _______ party was established in 1885. 

a) BJP   b) Shiv Sena  c) BSP  d) Indian National Congress 

 

Q.-7) State whether the following statement is True or False with reason.              (04) 

1. Coalition polities leads to instability. 

2. The state government prepare time table for Vidhan-sabha elections. 

3. The nature of constitution is seen as a living document. 

 

Q.-8) A) Explain the following concepts (any-1)        (02) 

1. Reorganising constituencies 

2. Right based approach 

 

B) Do as instructed (Any-1)           (02) 

 

 

1.     Challenges Before  
Election commission  
 
 
 
 

2. Laws related to women 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

Q.-9) Answer in brief (any-1)          (02) 

1. What are the major characteristics of Political Parties? 

2. Explain the functions of the election commission of India? 

 


